
 The Resinator is a patent-pending, custom-engineered, saturation machine designed for use with NRI’s field-saturated systems, such as Thermo-Wrap™Inspectable and Thermo-Wrap™CF which are compliant with ASME PCC-2 and ISO TS-24817 standards; please see their product data sheets for full technical data. The Resinator represents the next big breakthrough in the installation of wet layup, field-saturated composite repair systems since it properly controls the resin-to-cloth ratio providing the repair with accurate strength. The Resinator has proven to be a highly valuable tool that saves time and money, especially on large projects, allowing the technicians to saturate at a much faster rate than the traditional hand-saturation techniques. This saves those valuable hours on a job that allows the user to be much more efficient, as well as being highly portable and compact to allow for use in tight areas or on scaffolding with limited space. The Resinator is designed to accommodate two different size resin trays (RESBOX) for a variety of widths up to 12”, so that you can work even faster on small or large diameter piping. 
 · Field saturating of dry fiber with various resins 

· Ideal for use with Thermo-Wrap Inspectable and Thermo-Wrap CF 
· Simplifies saturation process 
· Consistent resin to fiber ratios 
· Saturate dry fibers up to 10 times faster than by hand 
 

©Neptune Research Inc. (NRI). NRI® is a registered trademark, while The Resinator™ (patent pend-ing), Thermo-Wrap™Inspectable and Thermo-Wrap™CF are trademarks of NRI. NRI utilizes a pro-cess of continuous product improvement for all of our products. While we do strictly adhere to our products’ specifications, we routinely implement product improvements. Therefore, please contact your local NRI distributor or office for the most current product specifications. NRI warrants the quality of this product when used according to directions. Apply protective coatings per company standards. User shall determine suitability of product for use and assumes all risk. The seller will not accept liability for more than product replacement. RES-THW DS  0816 

Item # Description 
RES The Resinator Saturation Machine (2-12” wide fabric capability)  
RB06* The Resinator Mixing Tray (up to 6” wide fabric capability)  
RB12* The Resinator Mixing Tray (up to 12” wide fabric capability)  
*(1) Resinator box included in each field-saturated composite kit. Add’l ResBoxes available and sold separately.  
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